CYBERFORT

SECURING YOUR
INVESTMENTS
“At this crucial time, one successful data breach could be the ﬁnal straw for
many businesses, which are already facing an uphill battle against COVID-19.
And, in the current threat landscape, it’s no longer a matter of ‘if’ a company’s
security will be tested by cyber criminals, it’s a matter of ‘when’ .”
- Fleming Shim, Chief Technology Officer at Barracuda
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Of business leaders
feel their cybersecurity
risks are increasing.

Million is the average
cost of a data breach
in the UK.

Days was the average
time to identify a
breach in 2020.
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Cyber attacks and data breaches can pose significant risk to critical
business assets and functions, from Intellectual Property (IP) and
operations to customer information and credit card data. Therefore it is
vital that Merger and Acquisition decision makers are aware of these risks
so that your investments are not exposed to diminished revenue, profits,
market value and reputation.
We can help you throughout the investment lifecycle by providing you with
the knowledge and evidence you need to make the right decisions to add
value and limit risk within your portfolio and target investments.
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ACQUIRING THE
INVESTMENT
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CYBER
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Cyber Due
Diligence

Portfolio
Lifecycle

Assessments
and Testing

NEGOTIATE
With our expertise
we can provide you
with the knowledge
you need to
negotiate the right
deal.

Threat Intel
Find the technical
vulnerabilities in
your portfolio, data
privacy
non-compliance
and signs of cyber
attacks that could
be happening right
now.

ASSESS
Through
assessments and
testing you will
have complete
document control
with historical
information on any
significant events
that will
strengthen your
sale.

WEAPONIZE
Identifying
vulnerabilities can
help you
understand exactly
what you are
buying and price
the risks
appropriately. You
will also be able to
develop roadmaps
for secure data
governance
standards.

DECISION
Let us give you the
insight into your
investment so you
can sleep at night
knowing you have
made the right
decisions.

RISK
Stack rank your
portfolio to identify
the weak spots.

Save
Eliminate your
cyber spending
creep by knowing
exactly where your
risks are.

FOCUS
Cyber threats are
multifaceted and
many attacks are
sector specific.
The nature and
scope of threats
that face a
construction firm
can be very
different to an
online retailer.
So, let us focus on
your future
cybersecurity risks
and vulnerabilities
so that you can
spend your
valuable time
focusing on
growing your
portfolio.

INSIGHT
Who doesn’t
hoover their car
before a
part-exchange
negotiation. This
should be no
different.

ELIMINATE
Your buyer will be
completing their
own due diligence
on your
investment. With
documentation to
hand you can
eliminate any
surprises and risks.

OWNERSHIP
Get the most out of
your investment by
going to the
negotiations
armed with
knowledge.

Your Dedicated Virtual Security Officer (VSO)
We invest time to fully understand
your portfolio to help you identify,
remediate and reduce security and
data protection risks posed by
internal and external threats
across each stage of your portfolio
lifecycle.

Completing the work above, will
provide you with access to a whole
host of expertise that covers every
aspect of information security,
acting as a complete wrap-around
to protect your investments.

COMMITTED TO SECURING YOUR INVESTMENT
Don’t leave your portfolio’s security to chance, show your
investments how you mitigate risk and let Cyberfort guide you
through the lifecycle experience.
Get in touch at james.dawe@cyberfortgroup.com to learn more
about how we can help you.

